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radio manufacturing is a broad category of work, encompassing
hardware and software development, circuit board assembly, and even

retail sales. some manufacturers specialize in one area of radio
manufacturing. to become a certified radio technician is a worthwhile
pursuit. it's not an easy path, but you'll be able to make more money

and enjoy a greater variety of work, including technical, industrial, and
government work. it's also a good way to stay current with the latest

trends in radio technology, and you'll get a broader view of the
industry. once you have a nice radio business up and running, you can

earn an even more lucrative certification. radio technicians must be
comfortable with at least 14 codes and sub-codes including codes for

country, provider, and location codes. that's just the beginning!
understanding qrm (quiet time) practice, and how to maintain privacy

and avoid interfering with other radio systems are important skills for a
technician. your first step in learning to program is to read the

instructions on your radio. most radios have a manual printed on their
back cover. find the radio's serial number on the back cover and use it

to find a manual online. as you become more comfortable programming
you'll gain an understanding of which tools you need to get started. the
most popular programming tool used to program handheld radios is the
magdaho m . you will find a wide variety of newer handheld radios now
sporting a ce marker on their cover. one such example is the flite radio

sd-312 . this radio features a ce mark and the following link:
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to operate for contests, you will need
to get a contest license as well as a

license to operate in licensed
services. once you get the license,

you can then ask the contest
organizers for a channel and a range
for your radio. this means setting up

a repeater system on a station or
nearby repeaters. if you are allowed
to operate during a licensed service,
a paid permit for the operation. with
a license, you are allowed to operate
any time. from our mystore area you

can find our full range of
programming software, which offers
the ability to download and program

over 100 different icom ic series
receivers. there are three levels of

access you can purchase, depending
on how sophisticated you wish to
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become in the shortest time frame
possible. the icom hm-801 is a small,
user-friendly low power receiver for

the hobbyist enthusiast that brings a
variety of cool features to the world
of ham radio, in a budget friendly

package. the hm-801 is as simple as
it is fun, with no push buttons on the

front and all the controls readily
available. the icom cs-3500 series is

the world’s first 5-band l-band to
receive and transmit cw, ssb, and fm
signals. this portable radio is small,
powerful and easy to use. the radio

features a full digital audio capability
with 16 channels and 3 band

capability. this radio offers the best
combination of power and simplicity.

the icom ic-6500 series receiver
provides all the power, performance,
and features you would expect from

icom’s most popular receivers,
including the cs-3000, cs-3500, and
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cs-3900 series. this receiver is the
pinnacle in cutting edge technology

and performance. 5ec8ef588b
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